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Abstract

   The concept of network security and cryptography is protecting network and data 

transmission over wireless networks. Information that are secured and transmitted across various 

networks is the major role of security. It is very important that Security plays a role in the field of 

networking for transmission of data from one device to another. Networks can be private, such as 

within a company, and others which might be open to public access In order to maintain the 

database, secured communicating channel, strong data encryption techniques are included. 

Keywords: Network security & cryptography; D-H key algorithm; Des algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

         It is said to be popular that the Internet traffic travels through public networks. These 

networks lack security and are susceptible. To safeguard data security and integrity, and to 

reduce information theft on the public networks, Encryption and public key cryptography are 

some of the important technologies used. To secure information network security issues can be 

divided into four intertwined areas: secrecy, authentication, no repudiation, and integrity control. 

Secrecy, also called confidentiality, has to do with keeping information out of the hands of 

unauthorized users.  Authentication deals with determining whom you are talking to before 

revealing sensitive information or entering into a business deal. No repudiation deals with 

signatures. Message Integrity: Even if the sender and receiver are able to authenticate each other, 

they also want to insure that the content of their communication is not altered, either maliciously 

or by accident, in transmission. 
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In today’s computer and communications networks, cryptography is a significant one 

which protects everything from business e-mail to bank transactions and internet shopping. 

While classical and modern cryptography employ various mathematical techniques to avoid 

eavesdroppers from learning the contents of encrypted messages. Computer systems and 

networks which are storing, processing and communicating sensitive or valuable information 

require protection against such unauthorized access. 

However, the existing routing protocols are incapable of providing secure data 

transmission on public networks. To this end, the Service-oriented Router (SoR) can be 

introduced to maintain rich information for the next-generation networks by shifting the current 

Internet infrastructure to an information-based and an open-innovation platform. A SoR can 

analyze all packet stream transactions on its interfaces and store them in high throughput 

databases. Using the features of the SoR, in this paper, A hop-by-hop routing protocol is 

intended and provides per-hop data encryption. This infrastructure is recommended  to preserve 

both the security and the privacy of data that traverses through public networks. A prototype of 

per-hop data encryption protocol on the ns-2 simulator has been implemented and the results 

obtained are discussed in this paper. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 Dr. Bill Young[1]  discussed the overview of Symmetric and asymmetric encryption. 

Symmetric key encryption is a type of encryption that makes use of a single key for both the 

encryption and decryption process. Some of the encryption algorithms that use symmetric keys 

include: AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), Blowfish, DES (Data Encryption Standard), 

Triple DES, Serpent, and Twofish.  If you want to apply symmetric key encryption to a file 

transfer environment, both the sender and receiver should have a copy of the same key. The 

sender will use his copy of the key for encrypting the file, while the receiver will use his copy for 

decrypting it. Asymmetric key encryption Asymmetric key encryption, on the other hand, makes 

use of two keys private key and a public key. The public key is used for encrypting, while the 

private key is used for decrypting. Two of the most widely used asymmetric key algorithms are: 

RSA and DSA. If you're going to use asymmetric key encryption in a file transfer environment, 

the sender would need to hold the public key, while the receiver would need to hold the 

corresponding private key. So, going back to the scenario given in the previous section, if you 

manage a file transfer server and one of your users wants to encrypt a file first before uploading 
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it, it would typically be your duty to generate the key pair. The public key is send to the user and 

leaves the private key on the server. 

Sannbansahmoud, WilliamElamary and shadiAdudalifa   [2] discussed  about the 

Enhancement the Security Against Modern Attacks by Using Variable Key Block Cipher. With 

the extraordinary maturity of data exchange in network environments and increasing the 

attacker’s capabilities, information security has become the most important process for data 

storage and communication. In order to provide such information security the confidentiality, 

data integrity, and data origin authentication must be verified based on cryptographic encryption 

algorithms. This paper presents a development of the advanced encryption standard (AES) 

algorithm, which is considered as the most eminent symmetric encryption algorithm. The 

development focuses on the generation of the integration between the developed AES based S-

Boxes, and the specific selected secret key generated from the quantum key distribution[3]. 

A.S.Arunachalam and Hidhaya have presented a basic and ageneric approximate kNN query 

protocols. Security analysis has shown that their protocols have location privacy, query privacy 

and data privacy [4]. 

H. Rose, J. Hag[5] discussed  about the Using a cipher key to generate dynamic Sbox in 

AES cipher system. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is used in a large scale of 

applications that need to protect their data and information. The S-Box component that used in 

AES is fixed, and not changeable. If we can generate this S-Box dynamically, we increase the 

cryptographic strength of AES cipher system. In this paper we intend to introduce new algorithm 

that generate S-Box dynamically from cipher key. We describe how S-Box can be generated 

dynamically from cipher key and finally analyze the results and experiments. 

III. NETWORK SECURITY & CRYPTOGRAPHY 

The task of network security is to conserve network and data transmission over wireless 

network. It also ensures security of end systems and of the entire network .A network security 

system consistently depends upon layers of protection and consists of multiple components 

including networking monitoring and security software in addition to hardware and appliances. 

All components work together to increase the overall security of the computer network. Security 

of data can be done by a technique called cryptography. 

It is very crucial in network security  to maintain the integrity of data and for this, 

encryption perform an important role to achieve this task as data is always a big asset for any 
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organization and keep these data secure for long time is a big challenge for organization. In that 

case encryption is a very good candidate to provide the security over the transmission of data in a 

network. Network security involves the authorization of access to data in a network, which is 

controlled by the network administrator. Users can choose or assigned an ID and password or 

other authenticating information that allows them access to information and programs within 

their authority 

The most emerging technique for network security is cryptography. The convention 

method of encryption can only provide the security; the data could be accessed by the 

unauthorized user for malicious purpose. Therefore it is necessary to apply effective 

encryption/decryption method to enhance data security among the security mechanism like 

Firewall, VPN (Virtual Private Network), authentication and cryptography the most securing 

strategy is cryptography. Cryptography cover the area of authentication and encryption, ciphers 

is very important in cryptography, in symmetric key a key called secret key is used for both 

encryption and decryption but in the case of asymmetric ciphers which is consist of two keys 

namely private key and public key. 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

In generic, cryptosystems are taxonomies are classified into, symmetric or asymmetric, 

depending only on whether the keys at the transmitter and receiver are easily computed from 

each other. In asymmetric cryptography algorithm a different key is used for encryption and 

decryption. In the symmetric encryption, two users can share the same key (K), which is 

unknown to the attacker, and uses it to encrypt and decrypt their communications channel. 

Cryptographic systems are used to provide privacy and authentication in computer and 

communication systems. As shown in Fig.1, The enciphering of the plain text or initial messages 

into illegible cipher text or indecipherable text using a key is done by encryption algorithms. . In 

order to revive the original information, a deciphering algorithm is used for decryption or 

decipherment. Ciphers are cryptographic algorithms; cryptography is the science of secret 

communications; cryptanalysis is the science of breaking ciphers; and cryptology is the science 

of cryptography and cryptanalysis. Cryptosystems are either symmetric, in which case both the 

enciphering and deciphering keys must be kept secret, or asymmetric, in which case one of the 

keys can be made public without compromising the other. 
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Fig.1. Block diagram of encryption and decryption 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proffered protocol uses the honorable Diffie-Hellman key exchange formula to 

exchange a stellate key between neighbors. The shared key will then be wont to communicate 

firmly through cryptography. To initiate the DH key exchange, each the parties ought to agree on 

2 non-secret numbers. The primary variety, denoted by g, is that the generator, and therefore the 

second variety, denoted by p, is that the modulus. These numbers will be transmitted through the 

general public media, and therefore the protocol uses 2 random prime numbers to denote them. 

For this method, the protocol uses the intrinsic rand () perform to get a random variety then 

verifies the property of the generated variety. When generating g and p, each parties share the 

numbers between themselves through the connected link. Within the next step, every party 

generates their non-public random secret value x. Then, based on g, p, and x each the parties 

generate their public secret value Y mistreatment the subsequent formula: but the technological 

improvement in terms of the cloud computing will stock up the gap by providing free or paid 

coaching to the user mistreatment the system not requiring any addition. 

Y=gx mod (1) 

Mistreatment the on top of formula, the 2 parties can generate and exchange their shared secret 

value. Every party then exponentiates the received public value with the corresponding secret 

value to cipher a typical shared-secret value S mistreatment the subsequent formula: 

Y=Sx mod (2) 
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In the on top of formula, x refers to their several non-public random secret values whereas Y and 

p area unit the shared values between themselves. At the top of this method, each the parties can 

generate a similar shared secret S. Any offender or somebody listening on the channel won't be 

ready to cipher the key value as a result of although the g, p, and therefore the public secrets of 

each parties area unit celebrated, a minimum of one among the non-public random secret value is 

needed to get the common shared-secret value. as a result of solely the communication parties 

grasp the non-public random secret values, it can't be derived from any of the obtained values; 

the DH formula will produce a shared secret value firmly mistreatment the shared g, p, and Y 

values. Unless the offender will cipher the distinct formula of the above-named equation to 

recover the x value of either ends, the offender cannot acquire the shared secret value.. 

DIFFIE-HELLMAN (DH) KEY EXCHANGE ALGORITHM: 

● Exchange a bilateral key between neighbors. The shared key will then be wont to communicate 

firmly through coding. 

● Real-time over associate degree untrusted network 

● No previous secrets required.  

DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD (DES) ALGORITHM: 

 Symmetric block cipher with 64-bit block size that uses employing a 56-bit key. 

 A 64-bit block cipher text.  

 DES encrypts and decrypts information in 64-bit blocks, employing a 56-bit key. It takes 

a 64-bit block of plaintext as input and outputs  

Cryptography method: 

 Encryption & Decryption Algorithm: DES Algorithm 

The most widely used encryption scheme is based on Data Encryption Standard (DES). There 

are two inputs to the encryption function, the plain text to be encrypted and the key. The plain 

text must be 64 bits in length and key is of 56 bits. First, the 64 bits of plain text passes through 

an initial permutation that rearranges the bits. This is followed by 16 rounds of same function, 

which involves permutation & substitution functions. After 16 rounds of operation, the pre 
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output is swapped at 32 bits position which is passed through final permutation to get 64 bit 

cipher text. 

Digital Signing: 

Sender A does the following:- 

This concept can also be used in digital signing as well. The message to be transmitted is 

converted to some message digest form. This message digest is converted to encryption form 

using his private key. This encrypted message digest is transmitted to receiver. 

Signature Verification: 

Recipient B does the following:- 

Using the sender’s public key, the received message digest is decrypted. From the received 

message, the receiver independently computes the message digest of the information that has 

been signed. If both message digests are identical, the signature is valid. Compared with 

symmetric-key encryption, public-key encryption provides authentication & security to the data 

transmitted but requires more computation and is therefore not always appropriate for large 

amounts of data. 

Size of the Packet Block size: 

TCP Connection: The absolute limitation on TCP packet size is 64K (65535 bytes), but in 

practicality this is far larger than the size of any packet you will see, because the lower layers 

(e.g. Ethernet) have lower packet sizes. 

The minimum TCP header size is 20 bytes and the minimum IPv4 header size is 20 bytes. So a 

TCP/IPv4 packet containing 0 byte of data would be at the minimum 40 bytes assuming you can 

actually send 0 byte over TCP, which you can't. So, the minimum would be 41 bytes. 

UDP Connection: However the actual limit for the data length, which is imposed by the 

underlying IPv4 protocol, is 65,507 bytes (65,535 − 8 byte UDP header − 20 byte IP header). In 

IPv6 jumbo grams it is possible to have UDP packets of size greater than 65,535 bytes. 

Size of the Parameter key size: The DES is a block cipher in which 16 iteration/ rounds, of 

substitution and transposition (permutation) processes are cascaded. The block size is 64 bits. 

The key which controls the transformation also consists of 64 bits; however, only 56 of these can 
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be chosen by the user and are actually key bits. The remaining 8 bits are parity check bits and 

hence totally redundant. 

Module Integrity Function: 

 Routing Protocol:  AODV, DSDV, and DSR. 

 MAC layer Protocol: TDMA, CDMA, IEEE Mac 802.x 

 Physical layers: different channels, directional antenna, and omni directional antenna. 

 QoS: Diffserv  

 Radio propagation, Mobility models, Energy Models. 

 Topology Generation tools. 

 Visualization tools (NAM), Tracing. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The most vital component in securing information is network security as it is capable for 

procuring or obtaining all information passed through networked computers. A two level data 

security scheme consisting of encryption and decryption techniques are presented in this work.  

Network security consists of the provisions made in an underlying computer network 

infrastructure, policies adopted by the network administrator to protect the network and the 

network accessible resources from unauthorized access, and consistent monitoring and 

measurement of its capability combined together. A various cryptographic methods to increase 

the security of network have been studied. Communication protocols together with cryptography 

can provide higher degree of protection against crackers as far as communication between the 

two different computers is concerned.   
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